We generalize a support vector machine to a support spinor machine by using the mathematical structure of wedge product over vector machine in order to extend field from vector field to spinor field. The separated hyperplane is extended to Kolmogorov space in time series data which allow us to extend a structure of support vector machine to a support tensor machine and a support tensor machine moduli space. Our performance test on support spinor machine is done over one class classification of end point in physiology state of time series data after empirical mode analysis and compared with support vector machine test. We implement algorithm of support spinor machine by using Holo-Hilbert amplitude modulation for fully nonlinear and nonstationary time series data analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In present time, most researchers in econometrics [1] are turning their interests to higher mathematical invariant property so called the Gaussian curvature, especially in a hypothesis test [2] . On the other side there exists an active research [3, 4] in a machine learning and a support vector machine (SVM) [5] applying the usage of modern mathematical structure behind Riemannian curvature so called curvature tensor and spinor field [6] . The differential geometry and cohomology theory approach [7] was introduced for the study of a geometry of an arbitrage opportunity as a new quantity in financial market in the modern econometric theory.
Recent studies of a deep learning in convolution network [8, 9] and on twin SVM [10, 11] are still based on statistical learning theory over Euclidean plane with Hausdorff separation criterion T 2 over induced underlying topological structure of feature space of classification. Naturally, one can extend a scalar field to a Killing vector field by using the Lie derivative of a tensor field and finally to spinor field and to induce an existences of mathematical structure of Clifford algebras over support spinor machine and artificial neuron network like a Basic Clifford neuron (BCN) [12, 13] . Therefore, theoretically, SVM can be extended to a support tensor machine (STM) [14, 15] by using an algebraic operation of free product over equivalent class of quadratic form. The spinor field in the form of Clifford algebra have been directly used [16] in a neuroscience and cognitive science to * Electronic address: kabinsky@hotmail.com † Electronic address: pincak@saske.sk ‡ Electronic address: sanphet.c@chula.ac.th § Electronic address: erik.bartos@savba.sk
improve mathematics in classical model of support vector machine up to so called Clifford fuzzy SVM [17] , but with a lack of empirical analysis with financial time series data. The financial time series data by nature [18] are nonlinear and nonstationary time series data and it is very difficult to classify the future direction up and down for them. Because of only simulation works based on both BCN and Clifford fuzzy SVM have been done, one needs to apply a generalization of a vector field to high dimensional mathematical object so called spinor field with real empirical result on financial time series in order to classify their nonlinear and nonstationary behavior. In algebraic geometry a classification space is studied [19] by using the invariant property of curvature over Teichmüller space. It is selected as a mathematical object to classify a feature space in the space of time series data. This fact gives us a new theory of quantum probability over hyperbolic number [20] , and an extradimension approach [21] [22] [23] [24] for time series data prediction. We observe that there exists some algebraic topological defect in the mathematical structure of machine learning for support vector classification. The separation in support vector machine [25] performs the classification based on Euclidean plane. This plane can not be used for the classification of some types of input data in the entanglement state with topological Hopf fibration space underlying the input feature space of time series data in non Euclidean plane. Typically, SVM is based on T 2 topological space in which distinct points have disjoint neighborhoods. This criterion is too restrictive for SVM and it does not match with nondisjoint feature set of the classification. Many researchers in STM try to solve this classification problem of SVM under T 2 -separation by introducing the tensor product over feature space and kernel of SVM in which they do not know that in fact the space of time series data is in T 0 -separation space. T 0 space implies T 2 but T 2 property can not always im-ply T 0 -separation in SVM. In order to solve this problem, we introduce a support spinor machine (SSM) and a support Dirac machine (SDM) as a generalization of SVM based on mathematical structure of connection and Riemannian curvature over principle bundle of Kolmogorov space in time series data. We can classify input data with T 0 -separation axiom of spinor field in time series data over non-Euclidean plane of the classification instead of Haussdorf T 2 -separation axiom in SVM over Euclidean plane. The support spinor machine is a new mathematical object arising from the algebraic topological and machine learning approaches on the level of the invariant property over topological space underlying the observed data, so called moduli space in time series data. SVM poses the intrinsic property of the classification allowing higher dimension of feature space for the classification embedded in the complex projective space with oriented and non-oriented states instead of using pointed space embedded in the real number system.
In SSM we are based on the concept of adaptive data analysis method of Hilbert-Huang transformation [26] and Holo-Hilbert amplitude modulation [27] suitable for the empirical analysis of financial time series data induced from adaptive behavior of traders [28] . We can not defined explicit statistical formulae for learning algorithm of SSM. Instead we use data learning themself from the sifting process of moduli state space model. It is implied that we do empirical analysis in more flexible form than BCN and Clifford fuzzy SVM in which it is based on explicit form of data simulation of Clifford algebras. The contribution of SSM over BCN and Clifford fuzzy SVM lays in fact, that in SSM we use invariant property of toplological space and also second cohomology group of spinor field to analyze data. We use moduli state space to visualized data in SSM which are generalization of data points in BCN and Clifford fuzzy SVM. The separation hyperplane in SSM is based not only on algebraic property of spinor field but also on geometric property of loop space in time series data in which we use invariant property of plane and duality map between second cohomology group as spinor field. Although BCN and Clifford fuzzy SVM also can be applied to real analysis to nonlinear and nonstationary data like SSM if we need to compare the performance to real data set between them and SSM.
In this work, we give the precise definition of moduli state space model in financial time series data and we prove the existence of support spinor field and its application with algebraic topological approach. We verify the existence of spinor field by using mathematical invariant property of second cohomology group and moduli space. To guarantee the usefulness of new SSM model, the empirical analysis have been done over financial time series data. We compare the result of performance of one day ahead directional prediction with support vector machine. We find the equation of moduli state space model over support Dirac machine. In the equation, we have a solution of weight of SSM as a coupling tensor field between two sides of market in the behavior of trader in hidden state space [7] ) and in a physiology of time series data. [6] ) and hidden state space,
Based on the proposed mathematical motives we state that SSM superiors SVM with nonstationary data analysis [29] . Basically, SVM are used to classifying data with constant time. For time series data, there exists support vector regression machines [30] based on SVM concept and cannot be used for general time series data.
The advantage of SSM over SVM is that SSM can be useful for classifying future direction of nonlinear [31] and nonstationary [32, 33] time series data, especially financial time series data. SVM can be used only for nonlinear but stationary time series data based on linear algebras of vector space for support vector classification. But SSM are based on a spinor field in which can be linear and nonlinear vector space and Holo-Hilbert spectral analysis [27] in which can be done fully nonstationary time series analysis. Based on criterion of nature of input data, SSM can be used in more general conditions than SVM.
The paper is organized as follows, in Section II we prove the existence of the support spinor machine and the moduli state space model. We explain the application of SSM algorithm in the form of classification of point over complex projective plane. We explain the market cocycle in the form of coupling between the tensor field in time series data. We build a new equation for financial market in the form of Killing vector field over connection and we derive the explicit formula of an equivalent class of weight in SSM. In Section III, we apply SSM to the directional prediction over six different types of time series data. We measure the performance of the directional prediction in out of sample data. We compare the performance of SSM with SVM and the empirical result of Holo-Hilbert transform amplitude modulation (AM) mode with second layer. In Section IV, we give the discussion and conclusion for our new model of SSM and the plans for the future work.
II. SUPPORT SPINOR MACHINE

A. Moduli State Space Model
In T 0 -separation criterion of time series data, we obtain a loop space in time series data. In this section we want to introduce standard classification of topological space by using genus of Riemann surface so called Teichmüller space in time series data. Each data of classification we associate with a genus of Riemann surface of data in the form of moduli stack of time series data analogue with moduli stack M g in algebraic geometry (Fig. 1) ∼ is the homotopy equivalent, as the surface of principle bundle for embedding data of classification with genus zeros, non-Eculidean plane in support spinor machine. The algorithm for embedding data to Riemann surface with genus g as a toric model of moduli space M g of data so called Teichmüller map of time series data x t ∈ X t = M g is,
Given a time series data as a sequence of observation data
we induce a sequence of embedded Teichmüller spaces in time series data as following
where M g=n is the moduli state space of time series data which is isomorphic to Riemann surface of data with nhole (genus n). Definition 3. Let C n (X t ) be a chain complex of state space and C n (Y t ) be a n-chain complex of observation space. We have a differential of chain C n (Y t ) and cochain C n (Y t ) between state and observation complex. We define a relative complex
The cohomology group for moduli state space model with equivalent class of moduli regression coefficient [β] is defined for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . by 
with
Definition 5. A Holo-Hilbert functor in time series data is an equivalence between an functor map of homotopy class in higher dimension of n-sphere defined by
A loop space in time series data is an observation state space of a physiology of time series data defined by Y t := π 1 (R n+1 − X t ). We define a spinor field in time series of observation data by equivalent class of duality map between y t ∈ π 1 (R n+1 − {x t }) := Y t , x t ∈ X t be a classifying observation data in observation state space,
We define an equilibrium state in moduli state space model by an isotopy group under group operation of G = P SL(2, C),
Let Y t be a time series of measurement financial data induced from coupling between equivalent class of behavior of trader
The moduli state space model is a moduli of classical ARIMA model in time series analysis with coeficient as parameter in quantization state of spinor field a, b, c, d, α ∈ H into a modified diophantine equation [34] (just borrowing the notation with different algebraic operation in new definition) as following
We have
where x * t is a hidden state of time series data.
B. Proof of T0-separation criterion for SSM
The source of SVM is a second cohomology group of the classification of a plane by using a loop space in time series data. Let X t , Y t be a topological space of state and observation time series data with
Definition 8. < X t , O > is a T 0 -space if and only if x, y ∈ S with y = x implies that ∃U, V ∈ τ with x ∈ U, y ∈ S − U and y ∈ V, x ∈ S − V . T 0 -spaces are also called Kolmogorov spaces.
Definition 9. < X t , O > is a T 2 -space if and only if x, y ∈ S with y = x implies that ∃U, V ∈ τ with x ∈ U, y ∈ V and U ∩ V = φ. T 2 -spaces are also called Hausdorff spaces.
Theorem 1. Let (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ) be input space and classifying space for a support vector machine in the Euclidean plane such that x 1 = x 2 and y 1 = y 2 , x 1 , x 2 ∈ R n , y 1 , y 2 ∈ Z 2 . We can separate a non-separation data in T 2 -separation with a disjoint neighborhood in a moduli state space in time series data with T 0 -separation of SSM.
Proof. Let x 1 , x 2 ∈ R n , with x 1 = x 2 and y 1 = y 2 ∈ Z 2 = {−1, 1}, if y 1 = 1 we imply y 2 = −1. For SVM, there exists some defect on algebraic construction over real line on classification of input data (x i , y i ), which can not be used when two input data have similar value with different output of classification y i ∈ {+1, −1}. We suppose that the training data of n-samples are recorded and visualized as embedded pointed space (x 1 , y 1 ), · · · (x n , y n ), x ∈ R n+1 , y ∈ {+1, −1} in the Euclidean space with hyperplane decision function
where w is normal vector to the hyperplane. In the Euclidean plane over real number field, there exists the case when the input space x i ∈ R is not compact and complete space, e. g., the space contains only two disjoint similar points with points defined to infinity * = {∞}. Therefore one cannot use the compact equation because the value of classification ground field has the same algebraic structure with inner product < w, x >, y ∈ R. This problem is well known in the functional analysis and it is so called ill-posed problem or regularization problem. Therefore we get the equation
which is not hold for SVM in the cases of ill-posed problem over classification data.
The spinor field of time series data model is a hidden stats of classical time series model throughout a quantization state of time series data. The quantization state of time series data can be explained by the concept of orientation and non-orientation state in time series data in
The projection of similar input data to real number line. We lift the path of data to fibre space, it is the source of curvature in time series data. The curvature blend a real line into curve with operator of Riemannian tensor field ∂ k gij. The side of cute in this plot is moduli state space model of physiology of time series data. This space is an observation space of time series data. Its source is coming from the coupling of behavior of trader in the hidden state space Xt([Ai]) layers. In SVM, there exists an algebraic defect over Euclidean plane of separation. This situation happens when input feature space contains the same data with x1 = x2 ∈ U, V ⊂ R n , but (x1, y1) = (x2, y2). In SVM, we use T0-separation axiom to solve this problem with the lift path of x1, x2 to the fibre space with homotopy path. The separation is a diffeomorphic map in the tangent of manifold of Kolmogorov space in time series data.
which it is deep connected to the concept of tanglement and entanglement states in the quantum mechanics, in some situations we can resolve this problem over principle bundle theory.
Let us consider a neighborhood of classification data over input space
It is in the contradiction with the assumption above. Therefore, we can not use T 2 -separation in the case of such algebraic defect over SVM.
(We want to proof that in SSM the covering spaces of X 1 and X 2 are separated with T 0 -separation axiom.)
It is enough to perform the proof for the case n = 2. Let T 2 = R 2 /Z be a torus with genus g = 1. If we consider R 2 − {x 1 }, this space is homotopy equivalent to S 1 . We use the fact that
where ∨ is a smash product in the algebraic topology and ∼ is a homotopy equivalence operation, the complex projective space CP 1 is a principle bundle. Let define a lift path from R 2 → T 2 .
Theorem 2. SVM cannot use T 2 -separation axiom to separate similar values of input time series data over the Euclidean plane. We will prove that if the input feature space is extended to the non-Euclidean plane of a equivalent class of degree of map in the loop space in time series data then we can use T 0 -separation axiom to separate the non-separated similar values of input data in SVM. The algebraic defect of SVM will be repaired by SSM with input feature space in the form of a equivalent class of degree of loop space in time series data
Proof. Let (x i , y i ) be a feature space of SSM with
We assume that the input {x i } is a pointed space. The point x i is contractible from compact feature space of data U, V ∼ * . Let a deform plane of the classification for SSM be a Kolmogorov space in time series data Y t . When we delete one point x i from the plane of classification y i ∈ R n+1 we induce a vector field on unit cycle of the classification space y i ∈ S n around input data x i since R n+1 − {x i } ∼ S n . Let x 1 = x 2 with (x 1 , y 1 ) = (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ U ∩ V . We want to prove that x 1 ∈ U and x 2 ∈ V or x 1 ∈ U and x 2 ∈ V over the fibre space by using the homotopy lift path (see Fig. 2 for more details). We want to remark that if U, V ⊂ R n or the Euclidean flat plane, we cannot separate x 1 from x 2 as we have demonstrated in the previous section. But if U , V are subset of the non-Euclidean plane we can separate them by using homotopy to deform the Kolmogorov space of time series data. The defintion of a homotopy map in this prove is used to glue the deleted points from the classification space to Riemann sphere
In the second part of proof we let x 1 ∈ U, x 2 ∈ V with X t = U α V and the homotopy class above is defined by
We let θ 1 = π, θ 2 = 2π, it is clear that θ 1 = θ 2 . There exists the optimal degree θ * such that the line passing θ * cuts unit cycle and separates θ 1 = π and θ 2 = 2π from each other. We have chosen the separate plane over the complex projective plane with [θ * ] = 3π 4 , so we have
The source of the spinor field in time series data induces from the behavior of trader for the expectation on next period of the physiology of time series data state [s i ] i+1 := [s * i ] in financial time series data. There exists many possibilities in the expected futures price from various behaviors of trader. We can classify them into four types of tensor fields under moduli state space model in the next section. The source of SSM in the classification of state in the financial market induces from coupling between these behavior fields of trader in the financial market. We explain in detail with the definition of action of these fields to space of financial market as market cycle and cocycle quantity. These quantities are equivalent to the genus of our new model of Teichmüller space in time series data in the previous subsection.
C. Financial Market Cocycle
The element g ∈ G induces a Lie algebras [35] g ij in T xt G over the tangent of spin manifold of time series data with jacobian flow dgij dt , where t ∈ [0, 1] of phase space of transition over homotopy class [36] of space of time series data. We define so called cocycle property of orbifold in time series data with its dual g
We call g ij a covariance tensor field in financial time series data, g ij is a contravariance tensor field in financial data and g 
The scalar product over the tangent of manifold of space of time series data is define over principle bundle CP
Definition 10. Let define four types of tensor fields in time series data with extradimensions in fibre space with coupling between vector and covector field in moduli state space in time series data [
It is an expectation field of behavior of trader with four component fields
Definition 11. Let g ij be a market cycle and g ij be a market cocycle over the moduli state space of Kolmogorov space X t , Y t . The cocycle is an expected futures cycle. Such model is a market communication model between supply and demand side of the physiology layer of time series data and the behavior of trader in hidden layer of time series data.
We define each component of tensor field in time series data by jacobian of coordinate transformation g ij with explicitly four components of jacobian flow associated with four types of market cycles as the followings (see Fig. 3 for details of the definition)
• Type I. Let g kl is a cycle associate with scalar product of < x t+1 , y t+1 >= kl g kl x k y l := kl g kl x t+1,k y t+1,l , g kl is a cocycle associate with scalar product of < x * t+1 , y *
• Type II. Let g ml is a cycle associate with scalar product of < [β] t+1 , y t+1 >= ml g ml [β] m y l := ml g ml [β] t+1,m y t+1,l , g ml is a cocycle associate with scalar product of
• Type III. Let g km is a cycle associate with scalar product of
kl is a cocycle associate with scalar product of their dual basis.
• Type IV. Let g jm is a cycle associate with scalar product of
jm is a cocycle associate with scalar product of their dual basis.
It is known from the differential geometry that a connection over tensor field can be written as
The above equation allow us to work over the connection of fibre space [37] as an extradimension in moduli stat space of Killing vector field approach. We just use the tool for the computation of expected state of our new definition of spinor field in time series data.
Definition 12. Let support spinor be an arbitrage opportunity Γ m ij in financial market over the moduli state space model in time series data as an Riemannian connection preserves scalar product over the parallel translation along fibre space of the physiology layer in time series data.
Definition 13. The Ricci tensor in time series data is a contraction of a curvature tensor defined by R ik = R j ikl with respect to natural frame of connection
Note that we deform space time of Kolmogorov space in time series data by using a curvature tensor and give an existence of price particle with spin and 8-market states so called arbitron or arbitrage opportunity R ik in financial market. It is known from differential geometry that
since
For the case of the market equilibrium Ricci curvature is zero R ik = 0, i. e., the arbitrage opportunity disappears and the physiology of time series data contains no curvature. It is a Peterson-Codazzi equation in the differential form [38, 39] . The solution of the equation is a curvature of SSM for classification Riemann surface of time series data. We have a support Dirac machine (SDM) for financial time series data (see Fig. 4 for new type of artificial neuron network with connection) by using a connection and market cocycle modulo the state of behavior of trader as bias module in neuron network, The modulation of [A i ] is equivalent to the amplitude modulation in Holo-Hilbert algorithm [27] in our empirical part of the paper (see Section III).
Definition 14.
A support spinor is a coupling state between a market four states in financial market induced from trading behavior with spin half as an optimal solution of following equation 
. Consider type II of SSM with g kl defined by (32) where
We define a covector field of ∂ j g kl by a vector field
Consider Killing equation over Killing support vector field
We have an equation
where 
and it has a deep relationship with supply and demand potentials in cohomology theory of financial market [7] .
E. Optimal hyperplane for SSM
In SSM we work on non-Euclidean space as the plane of classification in which we can use homotopy to deform classical Euclidean space of classification plane in SVM into moduli space of time series. The space of time series has intrinsic cocycle as jacobian flow in another hidden space and its dual space that embed in between plane of classification in D-brane and anti-Dbrane model for time series data.
Let us consider Hermitian product over section CP 1 of hyper-Käher manifold. Let w ∈ A be support spinor w associated with a hyper-spinor plane H w = {w ∈ A|w * = w} as a source of existence of weight in optimal SSM, < w, w >= j < w, e * j >< e j , w > .
We work on hidden space of time series data with induced dual Lagragian L * with free product over von Neumann algebras,
We set extra parameter called a Lagrange multiplier α i = dgij dt as a Jacobian flow of a extradimension of hidden space of time series X t and we introduce α * i = dg ij dt as a Jacobian flow of a extradimension of hidden space of time series X * t . The space of input data x t ∈ X t is endown with T 0 −separation over quotient topology of moduli space of induce a Teichmüller space in time series data with genus g = g ij (x t ). We use D-brane theory of double D-brane.One side of brane is a modelling time series data as classifying space with separation with non-Eculidean plane with negative curvature as geometrical meaning of SSM. If input data of feature space (x i , y i = 1), we associate with what spinor machine do by using homotopy to deform underlying topological space (Riemann surface of time series data) to target Riemann sphere with positive curvature. We deform by Jacobain flow or derivative of Riemann metric tensor g ij along parallel transport of Killing vector field.
If a curvature of the plane of classification of SSM is not zero, we deform moduli space to hyperbolic space with induced classification function for SSM classify with negative curvature g ij = −1
We normalized support spinor and input state vector to unit length in S 1 according to our definition above, so we have a distance from complex plane, [w] ∈ H 0 (X t /Y t ) project to projective line by < w, x >∈ R with < w, x >:
[Im(y t )], [Re(y t )] are equivalent class of real as market cocycle and imaginary part as market boundary in cohomology theory in financial market. This scalar product has a Hermitian structure of complex projective space. We define a market cocycle over Hermitian product of section of Kähler manifold of financial market by
We consider ∂ k g ij = 0 as a simple solution of an example of how to find a separated hyperplane of SSM over complex projective plane (see Fig. 5 for the projective hyperplane) with previous definition of ∂ k := ∂ ∂θt+1 . We will not compute all components of Riemannian curvature here, because the equation will be very cumbersome. We just want to shown the simple solution without the diffinition of Riemannian curvature of parallel translation of support vector along curves on a Kähler manifold.
Consider We have < y t , x t >∈ [ 
S
2 so we approximate the scalar curvature of weight < w, x > approximated by [< y, x >] ∈ CP 1 since weight of SSM use for classifying y t ∈ Y t . We assume that the solution is perfect approximation. In the above scalar product of weight of SVM with parallel translation along curve in S 2 , we induce a Riemannian curvature in SSM over principle bundle CP 1 of Kolmogorov space in time series data by
We get
and tan θ = 0. We consider
Since (< w, x > −1)(< w, x > +1) = 0 we get an equivalent class of classification over degree of map in complex plane by given a simple example of solution a hyperplane with equivalent class of weight in spinor of SSM with solution in principle angle,
The flowchart of all involved modules for the performance measuring between SSM and SVM in this work .
We choose an optimal separate hyperplane for SSM as a support spinor with degree [
]. The of result of empirical analysis for SSM is shown in Fig. 6 .
III. RESULT OF EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we implement the SSM with the adaptive data analysis algorithm. The end points of time series data are classified after empirical mode decomposition into four states in observation state space model
The hidden state space of behavior of trader X t is in the complex projective space over second layer of the Holo-Hilbert spectral analysis with the amplitude modulation mode. We test the performance of the SSM to classify the state in financial time series data only for the up and down states with 6 different types of financial time series data (for details about the empirical test data see Table I ). The performance of directional prediction for various kernels is compared with the classical SVM methodology.
The sifting process of the empirical mode decomposition is one of an example of moduli state space model since mean of sifting process can be approximate by identity of an equivalent class over physiology of time series data [
It is a moduli of mean in sifting process of intrinsic mode functions (IMF). The Holo-Hilbert transform of the result of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (defined in [6] ) to a complex plane is equivalent to the equivalent class of cohomology group in time series data in this work. The Holo-Hilbert algorithm renders a spinor field in higher extradimension. It is assumes that the result of 2nd-layer is an angle of support spinor field as a solution of the Eq. (30) in Definition 14.
In deep, the Holo-Hilbert transform is related with a new concept of cohomology sequence in extradimension of Kolmogorov space in time series data. Let x(t) ∈ R be
The expansion above is based on an adaptive IMF basis, so we have [27] 
The algorithm (Fig. 7) to find a Holo-Hilbert spectrum is iterative over a few steps:
1. Take the absolute value of the (ITD − IMF)chain 1 .
2. Identify all maxima of the absolute-valued function of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 .
3. Construct the envelope by a natural spline through all the maxima.
4. Do (ITD − IMF)chain 1 transform over the envelope of layer from the previous step.
5. Repeat step 1. again for the next layer of amplitude modulation process.
The procedure above is applied separately to the amplitude modulation (AM) and the frequency modulation. The result of Holo-Hilbert amplitude hidden layer is obtained as an extradimension presentation which we can use to detect market crash and classify next state of prediction. The nested expression for the amplitude function has the form
(54) The Holo-Hilbert spectrum is a high-dimensional spectrum. The presentation is on the four layers AM spectra modulation for price prediction. 
A. Result of Empirical Analysis of SSM and Holo Hilbert Spectrum
At first we compare the result of SSM with traditional SVM method. From the studies [40] follows that all stock indices around the world have similar statistical property, so called stylized fact [41] of long memory process. The performance test is therefor done on six different financial time series data of stock market closed prices, see Table I , which are the sample data for an analysis of country indices [42] with SSM since all countries have the same rule for stock trading and the behaviors [43] of traders among all countries are quite similar behaviors. In order to see the different result of performance between SVM and SSM we set the number of sample size to the same size as 31 days. The result of computation shows that SSM gets better performance than SVM, see Table II . The average performance of one day ahead of directional prediction for out of sample test of SVM is just 46.70%, but for SSM we get 57.38%. The improved performance Tables III, IV . The HT-SVM is a Hilbert transform of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 followed by SVM procedure. Similarly, the HT-SSM means a Hilbert transform of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 folowed by SSM. The result of performance is tested again on six different types of time series data of stock closed prices. One can use different kernels and the same or longer date ranges than in the previous test. We confirm again that HT-SSM gets a better performance than HT-SVM. We test the performance of directional prediction out of sample in 665 days of SET index. For interest, on our hardware configuration, it takes up to 3194.05 seconds (53.23 min.) for one input sample point to train HT-SSM algorithm. Therefore within 665 days out of sample, we used computational time more than a month to show the result of analysis of SET index in this work. For SVM, the running time takes only 93.93 seconds. The results of profit are shown in Fig. 8 , we can conclude that HT-SVM shows better performance than traditional SVM (also for the case of HT-SSM and SSM data. We choose a sample set of closed prices of 42 stocks underlying SET50 Index Futures as shown in Table V . The result of profit after directional prediction of SSM compared with SVM within 138 trading days are shown in Fig. 9 . The result for a profit of the first stock, namely ADVANC, is shown in Fig. 10 . According to the empirical analysis of a sample set of closed prices, we found that for this particular data set of 42 stocks, SSM shows better average performance in directional prediction of time series than SVM. The average performance of SSM in our empirical data set is 44.21% in comparison with SVM which has only 38.55%. The average profit of SSM 1234 is also higher than SVM one with 158.91 points.
The general statements about SSM performance require detailed studies of more stock markets. Such studies are beyond the scope of this paper, however, the received results constitute a very useful ingredient for them.
We check the performance of SSM with Hilbert transform of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 also with russian stock market RTS, which also confirm the conclusion that HT-SSM outperforms SVM method. The results are presented in Fig. 11 with the performance of HT-SSM 54.93% with the profit price 299.88 in 142 trading days.
Finally, we implement the algorithm of SSM over Holo- Hilbert analysis of AM modulation of (ITD−IMF)chain 1 with SET index. The result of prediction is activated when time series data are in nonstationary state. It will generate signal of time series prediction two days ahead in directional prediction up or down with respect to the previous days. The empirical analysis with performance measuring is reported in Table VI . The result of 100 days of 2nd layer Holo-Hilbert spectral FM mode of SET index and a performance test of comparison with HT-SSM are shown in Fig. 12 .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We extend support vector machine to support spinor machine by using mathematical structure of spinor field and tensor product over vecor space. We define a support spinor from second cohomology group of moduli state space model in time series data.
We demonstrate the simple calculation of time series classification of SSM over T 0 -separation axiom. We define a tensor field in financial time series data and obtain a spinor field from coupling states between them. We finally prove that the separate hyperplane of SSM is separated by using degree with π 4 . We propose the equation of connection over Killing vector field in time series data. The solution of equation so called support Dirac machine is a weight of SSM. The equivalent class of weight of SSM can be written by integral over second cohomology group in time series data. We prove the existence of T 0 -separation criterion for SSM, different from T 2 -separation of SVM in which two similar points of time series data can not be separated.
We report the empirical analysis performed with SSM and SVM, which confirms the better performance of SSM than SVM over six testing time series data from six different countries. We implement an algorithm of SSM over Holo-Hilbert analysis of AM. The result of extradimension of amplitude modulation confirms the existence of moduli state space model of time series data. We implement algorithm of SSM by using Holo-Hilbert amplitude modualtion mode for fully nonlinear and nonstationary time series data analysis. The result of analysis of hidden second layer can be used to predict market state of one day ahead with very high accuracy in comparison to typical SVM classification over state of end point in time series data. We compare the AM mode with Holo-Hilbert strategy, the AM mode strategy shows better results than HT-SVM and HT-SSM. It is also used to make two days ahead prediction with 71.68% performance. The HT-SSM is just about 57% and SVM is about 46.70%. The empirical analysis is done with out of sample test for all three strategies. The SSM method promises a better performance than SVM. Although SVM is based on linear and nonliear classifier with stationary signal processing data, there is no evidence that SVM can be used for nonstationary signal processing data efficiently or not. The nonlinear and nonstationary signal processing data have more geometric general property than linear and stationary signal processing data for which SVM is widely use. There are many types of nonlinear and nonstationary signal processing data and financial time series data are only one type of them. Another types are data measured from stress tensor and tensor based visualizing image processing data from Video Share (VDO) streaming, by nature based on mathematical structure of tensor field and spinor field and thereafter more suitable for SSM than Table shows the performance for two day ahead directional prediction by using AM-mode over 2nd layer of Holo-Hilbert transform of (ITD − IMF)chain1 prediction method of SSM.
SVM. The algorithms based on SSM can replace SVM in cybernetics and electronics, it can be used for program-ming the robots and autonomic systems and completely replace SVM and neural networks. 
